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About This Game

**Note: This game is a VR-only experience and requires a VIVE or Oculus headset**

Once again players will assume the role of Raz, an intrepid young psychic a 5d3b920ae0

Title: Psychonauts in the Rhombus of Ruin
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Double Fine Productions, React Games
Publisher:
Double Fine Productions
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or greater

Processor: Intel i5-4590 proces
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A bit short, especially given that a lot of time is wasted waiting for those fishes to get into place. And the fact most just
disappear when teleporting was a bit immersion breaking for me. But the impression of being in the game was really cool,
especially when switching to a big creature (whale) or a small one (sandwich crab). US$20 might be a bit high given the length.
But if you can afford it or if you can get it for half that, definitely check it out.. I like the part were you become a fish and that
time you become a fish. Another great moment playing a Double Fine productions. They nailed it with this first VR game. The
Psychonauts universe really made sense for this trip into people's mind. You will find all the details that made the first game so
exciting: the powers, the humor, the smart ideas, some puzzles and a great music. There is a real story connected to the first
game. It is actually nice that you don't really have to move in the environment but just enter minds. If you liked Psychonauts,
don't hesitate and join Raz and the team for this great adventure.. Good story. Good characters. Good game.. It's a fairly short
game and by the end you still end up wanting more.. Doesn't support steam vr for windows mixed reality, and it should! at a
guess it would take devs about ten minutes to reset the position as based on the imnital position of the headset. As it stands you
just get a message about being out of game bounds.
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